Take A Seat!

Make a MODern chair for your 1/6-scale doll. From our HOME issue, Spring 2005.
Panel A

Chair
Back Rest
(from seat to top of back rest)

FOLD

Panel B

Chair
Seat
(from front to bottom of back rest)

MOD Slipper Chair Cardboard Armature Pattern Cut 1x

Panel C

Chair
Lower Side
(from floor to side of seat)

GLUE

FOLD

Panel D

Chair
Lower Front
(from floor to front of seat)

GLUE

FOLD

Panel E

Chair
Lower Side
(from floor to side of seat)

GLUE

FOLD

Panel F

MOD Slipper Chair Cardboard Armature Pattern Cut 1x

Panel G

Chair
Vertical Back Panel
(from floor to top of back rest)

GLUE

FOLD